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Abstract—Seam stitches made by a computer program on
a CNC sewing machine may be shifted from their desired
positions due to the elasticity of thread and substrate material.
The mismatch may lead to a visually inferior appearance of
the resulting seam pattern compared to the one desired by the
manufacturer.
This paper presents a software to accurately identify the distor-
tion vector for each individual stitch. The proposed software
consists of a thread pixel detection in the scanned image of
the textile based upon the Frangi Filter and the Expectation
Maximization algorithm. A Subsequent registration with the
desired model finds an accurate assignment of each model
stitch position and the corresponding thread pixel. This allows
the computation of individual distortion vectors facilitating the
automatic reprogramming of corrected stitch positions in the
CNC sewing program to minimize the final distortion.

Index Terms—High Precision Sewing, Seam Pattern Identifi-
cation, Stitch Position Identification, Textile Quality Assurance

I. INTRODUCTION

Sewing technology is a very well established textile joining
technology to join multiple material layers or finish textile
surfaces with decoration. Whenever bulky materials e.g. for
mattresses, car seats or shoes are sewn and finished with
quilting or decoration seams CNC (Computerized Numerical
Control) sewing is applied. Since the human eye is very
sensitive to small distortion of geometric patterns a high
seam position accuracy has to be ensured. However the real
seam will never directly fulfill the geometric requirements
compared to designed due to the elasticity of substrates and
threads. Every stitch will pull the substrate towards the stitch
direction. This leads to the fact that every stitch will pull
every already applied stitch towards its own position as it
can be seen in Fig. 1. In this simplified example the desired
model seam pattern forming a closed square is altered to
an open pattern by the sewing process where first and final
stitch points don’t coincide which can easily be detected
by the human eye. Due to hundreds or even thousands of
stitches in one seam pattern the complex dependencies cannot
be controlled manually anymore. Up to now this effort has
needed intensive human interaction expensive in time and
cost as reported e.g. in [4]. Until now there is no vision
system and software based solution to automatically optimize
the seam pattern. Fig. 2 shows an example of a seam pattern
with two parallel strands applied for a shoe manufacturer.

Fig. 1: Drawing of a textile with desired seam pattern (black)
and real seam pattern (red).

In this paper we present an approach that is able to
determine this deviation for each stitch point given a first
real specimen of the sewn textile and the CNC sewing device
software used for its production. The accurately determined
shift of the real stitch point positions relative to the desired
ones facilitates calculating the mechanical elasticity parameter
of the textile. This value makes it then possible to anticipate
the distortion of the seam by the sequence of sewn stitch
points and thus to correct the original software program for
the CNC sewing device so that the seam pattern coincides
with the desired one. As a second goal of this work,
determining shift vectors makes it possible to establish a
region-wise quality supervision during the sewing process
itself which can either support human inspection by giving
quantitative feedback or even make it redundant by automatic
acceptance or rejection of the final sewing result [5].
The goal of this paper is to accurately determine the stitch
point shifts. In [6] we already presented an algorithm that is
appropriate for first segmenting the thread pixels and then
associating the stitch points of the desired model with this
segmentation. These stitch point positions are not necessarily
the accurate ones but could be shifted along the seam. For
an automatic inspection of the appearance quality of the
seam, this is sufficient as here only deviation orthogonal to
the seam direction is essential. In this paper we present an
algorithm that is also able to determine the individual stitch
point positions very accurately and thus makes it possible to



Fig. 2: Exemplary camera scan of a textile with a seam
consisting of two parallel strands.

accurately determine the deformation vectors in the textile.
Hence the calculation of the textile elasticity parameter can be
performed more exactly, and consequently also the correction
of the CNC sewing software will be more precise.

The proposed method works without training data and in a
fully unsupervised way. It only makes use of the seam pattern
model described in the software for the CNC device that is
directly read in and transformed into the sequence of stitch
point coordinates. The huge possible variability of substrate
materials and colors together with those of the thread would
it make difficult to cover that in a training procedure where
the training data must be the result of actual sewing or at
least a realistic simulation. Therefore, the adaptive parts of
the algorithm, e.g. the Expectation Maximization or the Path
Search, utilize just the scanned image and the model of the
test data.
The paper presents in Section II the implemented algorithm
and in Section III the results achieved on a database of sewn
textiles.

II. METHODOLOGY

There is a large variety of different algorithms to register
a model onto an image scan, see e.g. [1] or [7]. In order to
account for image regions where the target thread is badly or
not at all visible, or where noise in the scan forms structures
looking like a thread, a very robust algorithm is necessary.
Hence, we chose an approach that takes advantage of the
CNC model consisting of the sequence of the intended stitch
coordinates. It can conveniently be generated from the same
software program that is also exploited by the CNC sewing
device for sewing the seam. In addition to these coordinates,
both the thread thickness and stitch diameter are important
parameters that must be preserved in a software simulation
of the desired seam pattern used to generate filter patches.

Fig. 3: Image of segmented thread pixels from scan of Fig. 2.

As a prerequisite, the thread is segmented within the scanned
textile image and the extracted pixels form a mask. This part
does not yet associate image pixels to individual stitch points.
The subsequent process of finding the stitch positions in the
sewn textile consists of three steps. First a rigid transformation
positions the model closely to the segmented thread pixels.
Subsequently, a template matching procedure compares a
simulation image patch of the region around each model stitch
point with the actual segmentation mask. That step results
in an evaluation score for a pixel being a possible candidate
for an individual stitch point. A path search algorithm finally
optimizes a global energy criterion. This criterion is formed
at one hand by the evaluation scores and on the other hand
by the mechanical elasticity of the textile material that cannot
be freely deformed without force. The result is a sequence
of stitch positions that are derived from the scanned textile
image conditioned by a minimum deformation of the textile.
All intermediate steps are described in detail in the following
chapters.

A. Segmentation of thread pixels in the scanned image

The goal of the first step of the segmentation modules (see
Fig. 4) containing separation of the input RGB-image (Fig. 2)
into two images is to generate an image where the thread pixels
are bright compared to the substrate luminance independent
from their actual luminance. The luminance signal L(x, y) of
the pixels is calculated as

L(x, y) = 0.3 ·R(x, y) + 0.59 ·G(x, y) + 0.11 ·B(x, y).

To this end, the mean luminance value m = mean(L(x, y))
is calculated over all image pixels and the following two
signals are then determined:

I+(x, y) = max(0, L(x, y)−m) (1)
I−(x, y) = max(0, m− L(x, y)) (2)



Fig. 4: Image of modules in segmentation algorithm.

If the thread is darker than the substrate in the original
image, it will appear bright in I−, but will not be visible in
I+ and vice versa if the thread is brighter than the substrate.
Subsequently, a filter is applied on both images. The Frangi
Filter is a well-established method for extracting vessel-like
structures in medical image datasets that look very similar to
a long and narrow seam (see e.g. [3]). It results in an image
where each pixel is assigned a probability value for being a
thread pixel. Applied to both I+ and I− the images wFR+

and wFR− are generated.
A simple threshold procedure after the filtering makes it
possible to robustly determine in which image the thread is
well visible and thus produces a sufficient number of thread
pixels that can simply be calculated from the model. The other
image just contains noise and can be neglected. The advantage
of this separation is an increased signal-to-noise ratio because
the thread signal is just contained in one of the images, yet
spurious noise is distributed over both of them and further
reduced by clipping via the maximum operation in (1) and
(2). In the end, all pixels with a higher probability than a
given threshold value form a preliminary thread pixel mask
wFR as initial guess. Usually this mask can still contain some
pixels not really belonging to the thread but the surrounding
substrate.
As a last step a standard Expectation Maximization (EM) al-
gorithm is trained on mask wFR. Applied to wFR it computes
the statistical probability values for a pixel being a thread or a
substrate pixel and thus partitions the pixels into two classes
in an unsupervised manner according to the RGB-color vector
of each pixel. The initialization of the EM algorithm is very
crucial here because the iterations could converge in a local
optimum with an undesired partitioning if the initialization of
the statistics in the beginning of the training is not appropriate.
To avoid this undesired partitioning the mean and covariance
values of the thread class are computed from all masked
pixels in wFR and the values of the substrate class are simply

Fig. 5: Software modules of stitch position adaptation.

computed from all image pixels taking into account the much
higher number of substrate pixels. This training initialization
leads the EM algorithm to a local optimum after the last
iteration where one of the two divided parts consists mainly
of thread pixels if their color is consistent over the whole
image. The resulting statistical values of the two partitions
are then applied on all image pixels resulting in a probability
value such that a pixel is part of the thread. Thus a thread
segmentation mask wges is formed from all pixels with a
probability exceeding 50 percent. This mask is exploited for
subsequently determining the real stitch positions. An image
with a resulting segmentation mask can be seen in Fig. 3.

B. First initial registration via Generalized Hough Transform

The algorithmic steps that adapt the stitch positions accord-
ing to the image content are depicted in the Fig. 5.

After segmentation of the thread pixels the model must be
positioned so that it can explain the segmented thread pixels
with minimal error averaged over all stitch points of the model.
A robust method to perform this task is the Generalized Hough
Transform (GHT), see e.g. [2] and [6] for further details.

The GHT results in a rigid registration of the desired model
onto the scanned textile image that delivers a global shift with
vector T = (Tx, Ty) together with a rotation angle α forming
the rotation matrix

M =

(
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)

)
.

All model stitch points pi = (px,i, py,i) are transformed to
pTi = M × pi + T , where i is the order index of the sewing
process running from 1 to the total number of desired model
stitch points Np. This initial rigid registration accounts for
the random position of the textile under the image scanning
camera relative to the desired sewing model.



Fig. 6: Artificially generated image of the ideal model of Fig. 2
registered via GHT on segmentation mask.

(a) Patch 1 (b) Patch 2 (c) Patch 3

Fig. 7: 3 Exemplary filter patches generated from Fig. 6.

C. Generating filter patches for each stitch point from model

After transforming the seam model according to the pre-
viously determined shift vector and rotating angle the stitch
point coordinates and the vector between neighboring stitch
points can be assumed to already be approximately near to
the real seam. It forms a model image wmod of the desired
seam pattern as can be seen in Fig. 6 that is similar to the
segmentation mask image wges that forms the real image. A
model stitch point and the near region around it may form a
filter patch. This patch is correlated with wges to find position
candidates for this stitch point in the real segmentation mask
image.

The following thought experiment is helpful to verify the
construction of patches. The basic idea is that many textiles
are sewn with the same seam pattern but varying elasticity
module. Then each textile image is registered rigidly on each
other so that the stitch point under consideration pTi coincides
in the center of each image. Taking the pixel-wise statistical
mean over all these images results in an image containing seam
pattern parts sewn earlier or later smeared over the image.
In contrast, the point pTi and the structure part in the near-
distance region appear very sharply. It is possible to artificially
construct a patch resembling this statistical average image

(a) Scores from Patch 1 (b) Scores from Patch 2 (c) Scores from Patch 3

Fig. 8: Evaluation scores from exemplary patches.

with the following approach that accounts for the fuzziness
of stitch point position shifts due to the unknown elasticity
of the tissue. First a patch is cut from the simulation image
wmod with a fixed given size around the stitch point under
consideration pTi . Of course, it contains the stitch points sewn
in a neighboring time distance N relative to index i →
Pnear =

{
pTi−N . . . pTi . . . p

T
i+N

}
. But usually the patch region

will also contain stitch points sewn more or less early or lately
in time Pfar =

{
pT1 . . . p

T
i−N−1, p

T
i+N+1 . . . P

T
Np

}
depending

on the desired seam pattern and the size of the patches. The
unknown elasticity of the textile may distort and shift the
real positions of the latter stitches Pfar in an apparently
random manner relative to pTi . To account for this randomness
these latter stitch points are smeared in the patch image. The
smearing is performed by smoothing the image with a two-
dimensional Gaussian filter where its variance is an estimation
of the maximum shift of a stitch point caused by the sewing
process and the textile’s elasticity. Hence, the stitch point
under consideration pTi and its timely direct neighborhood
Pnear are sharply visible, yet other portions Pfar are smeared.
This looks very similar to a camera image scanned with limited
depth of field. This way the information about the relative
stitch position in the whole scanned image is not neglected
and simultaneously the pattern Pnear that can be considered as
not much affected by the relative textile distortion corresponds
more accurately. The construction of patches and its advantage
can also be understood from Fig. 6 where the desired model of
a seam pattern formed by two strands in close approximation
to each other is shown. Yet these two strands were sewn as a
whole one after the other resulting to much relative distortion
between them and proximate stitch points. The position of a
model stitch point in the right or left strand can clearly be
identified from the relative stitches in the opposite smeared
strand within the exemplary patch images in Fig. 7. Yet the
exact position of this opposite strand is unknown due to the
unknown elasticity parameter of the tissue.

D. Correlation between patch and segmentation mask

A region-wise template matching is performed between
such a patch and the segmented mask image with a fixed given
search size R around the registered position pTi . This results in
evaluation scores si(x, y) with pTi −R/2 ≤ x, y ≤ pTi +R/2
for all pixels in this search space indicating the similarity
between the filter patch and the segmented mask image in a



region around that pixel. The template matching is performed
according to the computation of the standard Normalized Sum
of Squared Differences (NSSD) measure. If the image part
and the filter patch have a similar texture then the measure
results in a low evaluation value and the central point of the
shifted patch in the scanned image is an appropriate candidate
for that model stitch point. The evaluation score images from
the corresponding three exemplary filter patches in Fig. 7 are
shown in Fig. 8.

E. Search Algorithm

The search algorithm optimizes a general energy criterion
over the whole sequence of stitch point positions. Determining
the sequence of stitch positions in the sewn textile considers
not only the evaluation scores of the pixels for being a stitch
point. In regions where the thread is not well visible and
thus segmented this would result in wrong associations. To
avoid that drawback an overall energy criterion is computed
incorporating both the pixel evaluation scores and the relative
mechanical stiffness of the textile which does not allow
arbitrary deformation without exerting high force on a region
of the textile. A combined strategy exploiting sub-regions
and first-best is exploited here. Those candidates with a low
probability for being a stitch position are neglected for the
subsequent path search. Subsequently, internal and external
energies are determined for the candidates of each model
stitch point from their filter patch evaluation scores and the
vectors between neighboring ones. At the end a path search
algorithm computes the sequence of optimal stitch point
candidates that minimizes the sum of energies. This will be
explained in more detail in the next paragraphs.

1) List with Position Candidates: Usually, the size of the
search space R and hence the number of candidate positions
per stitch point R×R corresponding to the number of pixels
within the search space is too high to perform the subsequent
path search step on all these candidates. Most of them are
not interesting because the similarity between filter patch and
segmentation image is very low and therefore the evaluation
score is high and the probability for this position as a stitch
point is low. Yet taking simply N best candidates from all
positions in the search space is not optimal here due to little
robustness caused by the possible non-optimal segmentation of
thread pixels. There may be regions in the real image where the
thread is not well visible and thus badly or even not segmented
at all. In such a case a N -best search for best candidates could
result in random but not accurate stitch positions.

To overcome this drawback the extraction of appropriate
candidate positions for a stitch point is done in a two-step
approach. The search region R is divided into smaller
sub-regions with size Rs equally distributed over the whole
search space R so that the number of sub-regions R2/R2

s

corresponds to the given number of candidates Nc per stitch
point. This value is a compromise between computation effort
and stitch position accuracy as can be seen in Fig. 9. Within
each sub-region the template shift with the best evaluation

Fig. 9: Extraction of candidates from score image.

Fig. 10: Used items in the path search algorithm.

score is determined and represents it. It must be emphasized
that in this way it is guaranteed that the position with the
best score in the whole search region R×R is automatically
one of these candidates and the maximum position error of a
stitch point is limited to Rs.

2) External and Internal Energies and Path Search: The
extraction of candidates delivers Nc candidate positions for
each model stitch point. The goal of the following path
search is to find the optimal position for each stitch point
out of them that explains the thread segmentation image
and simultaneously takes into account the textile’s limited
deformability.



Fig. 10 shows that each candidate Ci(k) is characterized
by the following items. It represents a stitch point with order
index i, an evaluation score Ci(k).s and a position in the
image space Ci(k).p. For the path search algorithm the ac-
cumulated energy Ci(k).Eacc and a backpointer Ci(k).bp are
needed additionally. The external energy Ei

ext(k) is directly
calculated as

Ei
ext(k) = wext · Ci(k).s.

In the desired model space the stitch point is characterized by
the position pTi after applying the rigid registration. Between
pTi and its direct neighbor pTi−1 a vector Vi = pTi −pTi−1 can be
constructed that represents the piece of thread between them
in the desired ideal model. Another vector is formed between
a candidate Ci(k) of stitch i with position Ci(k).p and a
candidate Ci−1(n) of a neighbor stitch i − 1 with position
Ci−1(n).p. Hence, there will be Nc × Nc different vectors
to compute delivering a corresponding deviation measure
between each of these vectors Ci(k).p−Ci−1(n).p and vector
Vi. The deviation measure is a measure of textile deformation
between stitch points i and i−1 that must be applied to explain
this combination of candidates. It is regarded as an internal
energy component Ei

int(k, n) with

Ei
int(k, n) = wint ·

∥∥Ci(k).p− Ci−1(n).p− (pTi − pTi−1

∥∥2
2
.

The relative weighting of internal to external energies can
be controlled by the given values of wint and wext. From
all possible combinations between neighboring stitch points
a sequence over all stitch points can be determined that
minimizes the overall energy

Etotal = min
k,n

E1
ext(k) +

Np∑
i=2

(Ei
ext(k) + Ei

int(k, n))

 .

Because the direct computation of this formula is too
expensive a fast Viterbi-like search algorithm is applied that
minimizes both computation time and storage effort. It takes
only into account the overall energy accumulated up to a
running stitch point index and the external and internal en-
ergy contributions of the stitch point at the running index.
Backpointers make it possible to retrieve the sequence of best
stitch point positions after the running index reaches its last
value. A helper variable temp stores the index of the best
predecessor stitch point candidate

temp = argmin
j

{
Ci−1(j).Eacc + Ei

int(k, j)
}
.

El
acc is the total accumulated energy up to stitch l and it is

recursively calculated as

C1(k).Eacc =E
1
ext(k)

Ci(k).Eacc =C
i−1(temp).Eacc + Ei

int(k, temp) + Ei
ext(k)

for i = 2 to Np

Ci(k).bp =

{
0 for i = 1

temp for i = 2 to Np.

(a) Thread Pattern ER (b) Thread Pattern DR (c) Thread Pattern GB

Fig. 11: Three exemplary seam patterns from test database.

After the last stitch point is processed the traceback proce-
dure is applied with the help of the determined backpointers
of each candidate:

tempNp = argmin
j

{
CNp(j).Eacc

}
tempi = Ci+1(tempi+1).bp for i = Np − 1 downto 1.

The traceback delivers a sequence of new stitch point coordi-
nates Pnew =

{
pnew1 . . . pnewi . . . pnewNp

}
with

pnewi = Ci(tempi).p for i = 1 to Np.

The amount of the overall energy Etotal can directly be
derived from CNp(tempNp).Eacc.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Database

9 different textiles were sewn and scanned with a camera
that produces RGB-images. The infrared filter filtering out the
near-infrared frequency range was removed because this fre-
quency range has often been proven to improve segmentation
of thread pixels in an image of a textile. The textiles had a size
of 26 x 43 cm2. This resulted in 850 x 2000 pixels per scan. An
original pixel size of about 305 x 217 µm2 was resampled to a
square shaped pixel of size 305 x 305 µm2. There were three
different desired seam patterns that were typical from a textile
industry point of view. The three patterns can be depicted from
Fig. 11. The textiles were sewn with a sequence of stitch points
in 4 mm distance to each other resulting in between 794 and
2747 stitch points per textile pattern. The thread thickness was
about 700 µm.

The stitch point positions in the 9 scans were annotated by
hand to measure error figures for the segmentation algorithm.
To this end the scans were interpolated so that the reachable
annotation accuracy of the stitch points was one third of the
pixel size, i.e. ±51 µm.

B. Table of Results

The results on our database can be found in Table I. For
each individual textile the reported error figures are the MAE
(Mean Absolute Error) and the RMSE (Root Mean Square
Error) between the positions found by the algorithm and its
annotated positions averaged over all stitch points.



TABLE I: Results

Results
Textile Index Thread Pattern MAE RMSE

1 ER 358µm 427µm
2 ER 320µm 376µm
3 ER 318µm 377µm
4 ER 366µm 429µm
5 GB 389µm 457µm
6 GB 395µm 474µm
7 DR 472µm 604µm
8 DR 434µm 575µm
9 DR 412µm 507µm

Average 385µm 470µm

Fig. 12: Segmented stitch points and 2 zoomed regions
(stitches are drawn as green crosses).

Averaged over all 9 textiles an MAE of about 385 µm
corresponding to an RMSE of about 470 µm can be reached.

C. Result Images

To illustrate the results Fig. 12 and 14 with zoomed parts
in Fig. 15 show the determined stitch point positions in two
different textile scans. The corresponding deviation vectors
between these positions to those of the model registered rigidly
with the GHT are shown in Fig. 13 and 16 with zoomed parts
in Fig. 17. Each deviation of the real stitch point to these points
is the deviation that needs to be corrected in the CNC sewing
program. The deviation is largest at the top and bottom ends
of the textile. Thus it can be concluded that the sewing causes
a global contraction of the textile that needs to be accounted
for in the CNC device software.

Fig. 13: Deviation vectors of stitch points and 2 zoomed
regions.

Fig. 14: Segmented stitch points, whole textile (stitches are
drawn in green).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an algorithm able to segment
the position of stitch points forming a seam pattern with an
accuracy in the range of the pixel size. This makes it possible
to calculate the elasticity parameter of the textile and thus
to automatically correct the CNC sewing software in order



Fig. 15: Segmented stitch points, 6 zoomed exemplary regions
from Fig. 14.

Fig. 16: Deviation vectors of stitch points, whole textile
.

to minimize the deviation between the sewn fabric and the
desired ideal seam pattern. This part is based upon this work
and will be presented in a future publication. Additionally,
a quality criterion may be derived that yields a region-wise
deviation between real and desired seam patterns so that an
automatic inspection of the sewing process can be established.
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Fig. 17: Deviation vectors of stitch points, 6 zoomed exem-
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